Product Literature (Apr 2013)

Blackbox Solutions Ltd is proud to announce another product in its innovative Blackbox
BasicBits programme. All the products in this exciting range are specifically designed to do a
single specific job in the most cost effective and efficient way possible. These are products that
Land Rover owners can use who have previously not entered into the world of vehicle
diagnostics and who want the most economical tools possible but backed up with the world
renowned Blackbox Solutions know how and diagnostic ability.
The CAN-Mate SRT allows you to reset the Service Interval Indicator in your vehicle. This is a
requirement on the Land Rover service check sheet that needs to be completed on every
service, if your Warranty/Service History is to be kept current.
When you have finished servicing your vehicle, without the CAN-Mate SRT you will still have to
go a Main Dealer or an independent specialist who has equipment like our Faultmate MSV-2 to
have them reset the Service Interval Indicator for you. Of course, they will want some of your
money that you have saved by doing your own service.
Alternately, you may be a person who prefers not to get their hands dirty but also doesn’t want
to pay exorbitant Main Dealer prices. This is especially true when you have a small garage
down the road that is more than capable of doing basic servicing, but doesn’t have access to full
diagnostic equipment needed to reset the Service Interval Indicator. Therefore you can hand
him your CAN-Mate SRT to allow him to complete your service to full Land Rover
Specifications.
The CAN-Mate is a tool that is required for the following vehicles:
Discovery 3/LR3
Range Rover Sport
Range Rover L322 – up to model year 2009 (Jaguar engine fitted only, not required for BMW)
To reset your service interval, select one the sixteen possible service intervals on the CAN-Mate
SRT - a table is in the User Guide. Then simply plug it into the OBD Connector and it resets the
Service Interval Indicator for you. No fuss, no palaver and more importantly, no garage fees just
for two minutes work.
With intelligent use of a high intensity flashing LED, the CAN-Mate SRT will inform the user that
the Service Interval reminder has been reset, or if there has been a communication error - in
which case it will then also tell you the cause of that error.
When you use the CAN-Mate SRT for the first time on your vehicle, it will lock itself to your
Vehicle’s VIN. This will actually help you in two ways. It is a theft deterrent as there is no point in
stealing your CAN-Mate SRT, because it is electronically locked to your car and also it allows us
to provide it at a low purchase price of €51.25 (excluding VAT and shipping).
However we now also provide the CAN MATE SRT Multi Vehicle tool. This was designed for
use in a Service Centre or Garage environment to allow usage on any vehicle in the range but
not locking to the VIN so can be used over and over. The Multi vehicle version is priced @
€229.32 (excluding VAT and shipping)
To purchase either model of the CAN-Mate SRT, just go to our website and select the “Online
Shop” page. Once there, select the Blackbox BasicBits page and follow the instructions. It’s that
easy!
While on the website, please look at our Downloads page. Under the General Videos tag you
will find a short video of a CAN-Mate being used.
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